2018 NEW DESIGNS

MONSOON
MONSOON is a simple whimsical design, inspired by a south-east asian artisan earthy feel (oooh and the weather!). It’s organic repetitive pattern gives it a harmony in the outdoor environment, blending as a natural material texture in the background, but showing beautiful teardrop shapes up-close.

EMPIRE
EMPIRE is a distinct architectural style, with tight and simple geometry, it mimmics 20 Century New York Chic, but is minimal enough to be ultra-modern and understated. This will compliment most contemporary architectural styles and lift and add structure to any garden.

Modular Decorative Screen Panels
- 10 year material warranty
- Ready-to-install
- Easily painted to alternate color
- Sustainable Hardwood Composite
- Feature Walls/ Backlit Features
- Fence Extensions & Facades
- Patio/ Gate/ Enclosures

Now available in Solid Panels!
2 sizes: 24”x 48” & 48”x 70”
NEST™

NEST™ is a part of our 80% privacy/blockout range and is the opposed of geometric. Inspired by the tangled mass of bird’s nest, tangled undergrowth or tribal rattan weaving the pattern is a simple organic textural backdrop to blend into your outdoor space. It also lends itself to an oriental theme.

80% Privacy
24” x 48”

STONEFIELD™

STONEFIELD™ is a simple organic pattern, that has reference to the natural environment and artisan masonry that are intrinsic elements of landscape design, yet offers a crisp and efficient architectural cladding, walling or screening feature. It creates a great backdrop for any modern design scheme, with subtle sophisticated nod to our iconic outback rock formations.

80% Privacy
48” x 70”